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     Brief Summary
Most calls recorded on Radio Ergo’s independent feedback platform in the week 12-16 April 2021 were about drought and severe water shortages, with 

the problems being caused to people and their livestock. The calls came predominantly from across the north, especially Somaliland regions. Callers in 

northern and central areas also complained about locusts, often in combination with water shortage, with some in Puntland citing new waves of locusts 

coming from the coast. There were also calls about COVID19, indicating spread of the disease notably in Sool and Mudug. The following summarises the 

calls by theme.

Drought and water crisis – the largest number of calls on this subject came from Togdher, Sanag, Sool, Awdal and other unspecified parts of 

Somaliland. There were also sizeable numbers of calls from Puntland, Galmudug, and southern regions notably Gedo. Many callers using Hormud 

numbers did not say where they were calling from. People described having no water, with empty or dry water sources, and also being short of food. 

Most callers wanted Radio Ergo to convey their appeals for help to the governmental authorities and/or aid agencies. A female caller, one of several 

from Sheikh in Togdher, said the drought was affecting animals and people alike, and they had no rain and no food. In Sanag, a female caller saying they 

were IDPs in Kal-mac, said they were suffering from drought, water scarcity, and poor health. She asked for water and medicines to be delivered. A 

caller in Elbur, Sanag, said they had not seen any action by any authority. In Sool, a caller in Dhanaano said the remaining water there was unfit to drink. 

A caller saying he was in Jircaska with 5,000 displaced families said only two trucks of water were coming a week for all of them. Among the callers 

from Puntland, one in Karin-Walambo said the camels had no water and they did not know what to do. A caller in Hobyo, Mudug, said locusts had 

finished off the pasture and they were suffering drought, water scarcity, and hunger. A caller in Bahdo, Galgadud, said there was no water and their 

animals were sick. In Gedo, a caller said their livestock were dying in the drought. One of many callers in unnamed parts of southern/central Somalia 

said their livestock were ravaged by water shortage, the water sources were dry and water tankers were too expensive. Meanwhile, a female caller in 

Qaradi, Galmudug, complained that people were deforesting the area using heavy machinery and asked the regional state authorities to take action.

Locusts – callers in Borama (Awdal), Burao (Togdher), Erigabo and Taleh (Sanag) complained about locusts destroying all their pasture and farms. Some 

said they were already devastated by drought before the locusts arrived. In Puntland, callers in Bayla (Bari) and Garowe (Nugal) complained about 

locusts that had moved in from the coastal side. One said the locusts were destroying everything left by the drought; another that they were 

overwhelmed by the locusts. Callers in Adado (Galgadud) also complained of locust devouring everything in their path.

COVID19 – there were a number of calls from different regions asking about the symptoms of COVID19 especially as distinguished from flu, and 

whether people can fall sick again after having had the disease already. A caller in Sool said people were sick with Coronavirus and they needed the 

presence of the ministry of health. In Galkayo, a female caller said people were sick and dying from COVID19 and there was a lack of oxygen.
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Date Location Gender Theme Remarks

16-04-2021 Togdher     male COVID19

Hello, my name is G.S.A. from Togdher. I want to ask about the causes, how it is transmitted, and 

how to prevent yourself from getting  Coronavirus. Thanks 

4/12/2021 Sool    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.A. from Sool, we are asking the ministry of health to come to 

us. People are sick, some of them have Coronavirus. The animals are ailing, and we are asking for 

aid and help. Thanks

13-04-2021 Somaliland     male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from from Tukaale. What was the initial cause of Coronavirus, and 

why is it that there is no medication for it till now? Thanks 

4/12/2021

Galkayo    

Mudug     female COVID19

Hello, my name is F.A.A. from Galkayo, we are ravaged by Coronavirus, people are dying, others 

can't breathe and there is no oxygen. 

Thanks .

4/12/2021 Banadir        male COVID19

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is A.H, from Banadir.  I want to ask the doctor if you can get 

Coronavirus twice. I hope you will deliver my message. Thanks 

15-04-2021

Beledweyne   

Hiran     male COVID19

Hello, my name is A. from Beledweyne, I want to ask the doctor what are the differences 

between COVID19 and normal flu? Thanks 

4/12/2021 Hiran         male COVID19

Hello, Radio Ergo, it is S.A.A. I want to ask the doctor how many days or for how do the 

symptoms of Coronavirus last?

15-04-2021 South Central     male COVID19

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is D. I want to ask about the difference between COVID19 and 

normal flu. Thanks 

16-04-2021 South Central     female COVID19

Hello, I want to ask if you get infected with Coronavirus once, is it possible to get it again? I 

would like some clarity on this. Thanks 

4/12/2021

Borama    

Awdal     male Locust

Hello, Radio Ergo. I'm in Borama, we are complaining about locusts that depleted the pasture. 

The land was dry before due to the drought. Thanks 

15-04-2021

Burao   

Togdher     male

Locust/

WASH

Hello,  it is N.A. calling from near Burao. Locusts have ravaged the crops, we were devasted by 

drought before the locusts came. Thanks

15-04-2021

Erigabo      

Sanag     male Locust

Hello, it is A. from Erigabo, we are complaining about locusts that have annihilated everything, 

we are asking for help. Thanks 

13-04-2021

Taleh 

Sanag     female Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N. from Taleh, we are complaining about locusts that devastated 

our farms. Thanks 

16-04-2021 Somaliland     male Locust Hello, we are complaining about locusts that devastated the farms. Thanks 
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16-04-2021

Bayla 

Bari     male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A. from Bayla. We are complaining about locusts that are 

migrating here and they came from the sea. They have destroyed everything the drought did not 

touch. We are asking Radio Ergo to convey our message to the Puntland government and aid 

organisations. Thanks 

4/12/2021

Garowe    

Nugal     male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, it is M.M.M. from Garowe. We are complaining about locusts that came from 

the sea, we are asking Radio Ergo to report to the aid organisations. Thanks 

4/12/2021 Puntland     male Locust

Hello, it is S.J. from Puntland. We are complaining about locusts.  They are spreading 

everywhere, it's overwhelming us, we are asking aid organisations to come and spray them. 

Thanks 

4/12/2021

Adado    

Galgadud    male

Locust/

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is Y. calling from Adado. We are complaining about locusts that are 

eating everything on their way, and water scarcity. Thanks 

4/12/2021

Adado    

Galgadud    male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M. from the outskirts of Adado. There are dire conditions in the 

area due to locusts that devoured everything. Thanks 

13-04-2021 South Central     male Locust

Hello, my name is S.A. from Qorof. We are complaining about locusts that demolished all the 

farms and the green lands. They have laid  eggs on our farms, what are we supposed to do?

16-04-2021

Dambal   

Somali Region 

(ETH) male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is I.D.A from Dambal. We are complaining about water scarcity and 

drought, we have not received any news from the government and aid organisations. Thanks 

16-04-2021

Harshimed   

Somali Region  

(ETH) male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is KH.M.A. from Xarshimeed, we are complaining about severe water 

scarcity that has affected the whole town.

Thanks 

16-04-2021

Cagarweyne   

Awdal     male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is M.D. from Cagaarweyne, we are complaining about widespread 

drought, we are asking for immediate aid and help. Thanks 

16-04-2021

Baki 

Awdal     male WASH

Hello, my name is H.M. from Baki, we are complaining about severe drought that affected us 

heavily, we are asking aid organisations to help us and Radio Ergo to convey our message.  

Thanks 

12/4/2021

Salahley   

Marodi Jeh    female WASH

Hello, my name is H.O.A calling from Salahley. There is severe water scarcity, we are asking Radio 

Ergo to convey our plea to the Somaliland administration. Thanks  

13-04-2021

Ballidhig   

Togdher     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I'm calling from Ballidhiig. We are suffering, we need water and food, we need 

immediate assistance. thanks 
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15-04-2021

Ballidhig   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, I am calling from Ballidhiig, there is water scarcity and thirst. The pools are 

empty, we are asking for help. 

16-04-2021

Sheikh 

Togdher     male WASH

Hello, my name is A.A.A. from  Sheikh, we are complaining about water scarcity and thirst. 

Thanks 

15-04-2021

Sheikh  

Togdher male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.S from Sheikh, we are complaining about drought, water 

scarcity, and thirst. We are asking the people to help us and give us a hand. Thanks 

4/12/2021

Sheikh 

Togdher     female WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is H.A.A from Sheikh, there is a drought that has affected the people 

and the animals alike in the region, we are asking aid organisations to help us, there is no rain 

and food. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Sheikh 

Togdher     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, it is M.A.A. from Sheikh. We are complaining about severe drought. We are 

asking the government to help us, and Radio Ergo to air our plea. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Buhodle   

Togdher     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.H. from Buhoodle, we are complaining about water scarcity in 

the area. A tank of water is four dollars minimum, that is expensive. Thanks 

16-04-2021

Buhodle   

Togdher     male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name A.M.A from Buhoodle, we are complaining about drought, water 

scarcity, and thirst that affected us, we are asking the federal government to come and help us 

and also to bring us water. Thanks 

13-04-2021

Buhodle   

Togdher     male WASH

Hello, my name is A.A.M from Buhoodle, there is water scarcity and thirst, we are asking for 

immediate water assistance. 

Thanks 

16-04-2021

Haji Salah   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello, we are in Haji-Salah, we are complaining about extreme water shortages, and drought. We 

are asking aid organisations to reach us with aid and assistance.

15-04-2021

Haji Salah   

Togdher     male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, it is N.A.J. from Haji-salah. There is extreme drought in the area and water 

scarcity. Thanks 

16-04-2021

Saraar   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.D from Saraar, there is drought, water scarcity, and thirst. 

Thanks 

13-04-2021

Qolqol  

Togdher male WASH

Hello, my name is M.A.H, from Qolqol. There is drought, water scarcity and food shortages. We 

are in dire conditions. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Oodweyne 

Togdher male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.H. from Odweyne. We are complaining about water scarcity 

and drought, we are asking for help with these issues. Thanks 
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15-04-2021 Togdher     female WASH

Hello, I am calling from Hayeesi, there is drought and livestock became expensive, one goat costs 

$100, so we are in a dire situation.

16-04-2021

Kalmac       

Sanag    female

WASH/ Health/

IDPs

Hello, my name is M.S from Kal-mac. We are complaining about drought, water scarcity, and 

poor health conditions. We are IDPs, we are asking aid organisations to bring immediate water 

and medicines. Thanks  

4/12/2021

Gararey      

Sanag    male WASH

Hello, my name is A.A.W. There are water shortages in Gararey, people are suffering and there is 

no water trucking. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Badhan     

Sanag male WASH


Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.H. We are complaining about drought and tough living 

conditions, and we are requesting Radio Ergo to deliver our plea to aid organizations, I am calling 

from Bayan. Thanks 

13-04-2021

Elbur          

Sanag     male WASH

Hello, my name is A.M from ElBur. We are complaining about extreme drought and water 

scarcity that has affected the whole environment, we are asking aid organizations to give us aid 

and help. Thanks 

15-04-2021

Elbur          

Sanag     male WASH

Hello, my name F.SH.A, I am in Elbur, there is widespread water scarcity. We have not seen any 

administration do anything concerning the situation.  

4/12/2021

Erigabo     

Sanag    male WASH

Hello, my name is A.M.H. from Erigabo. We are asking Radio Ergo to air our dire situation to the 

world, we are dealing with drought, water scarcity, and hard living conditions. Thanks 

13-04-2021

Erigabo     

Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is SH.M.H. from Erigabo, there is drought in the area and water 

scarcity. Thanks 

15-04-2021 Sanag    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.M. I am calling from Sanag. We are complaining about drought, 

thirst, and water scarcity. We request Radio Ergo to air our plea to the world. Thanks

15-04-2021 Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. I am calling from a town in Sanag. There is drought, water 

scarcity, and thirst. Thanks 

14-04-2021 Sanag    male WASH

Hello, it is M.M.. from Sanag. There are water shortages, the livestock don't have water. We are 

asking for assistance with water. Thanks.

14-04-2021 Sanag male WASH Hello, my name is O.M.S. calling from Sanag, we are complaining about water scarcity. Thanks 

13-04-2021 Sanag male WASH

Hello, my name is S.B.A. from Sanag, there is drought and water shortages, we are asking aid 

organizations to come immediately to our aid. Thanks  

13-04-2021 Sanag male WASH

Hello, my name is H.J. from Sanag. There is water scarcity, we don't have a roof over our heads 

and it is cold. We are asking aid organizations to reach us. 
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13-04-2021 Sool male WASH

Hello, my name is O.A.A from Sool. We are complaining about water scarcity and thirst. We are 

asking for help. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Lasanod       

Sool    male WASH

Hello, I am calling from Lasanod. There is water scarcity, we don't have water for the animals, we 

are asking for water assistance. 

14-04-2021

Lasanod       

Sool    male WASH/Locust

We are calling from Lasanod. There is water scarcity, drought, and locusts, and the rain is 

overdue. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Dhanaano

Sool    male WASH

Hello, my name is A.A.F. from Dhanaano. We are complaining about water scarcity. The water in 

this area is sour and undrinkable, we are asking aid organizations to help us with water. thanks 

4/12/2021 Sool     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, M.S.A. from Burkeen. We are devasted by drought and water scarcity, we are 

asking anyone who hears our voice to help us. Thanks  

4/12/2021

Bur'adle       

Sool    male WASH

Hello, my name is J.S.D from Burcadle. There is widespread water scarcity, we are asking the 

government and aid organizations to help us.

4/12/2021 Somaliland     female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N.A.A, from Xira-Jaale, we are complaining about drought and 

water scarcity, the animals are weak, we are asking aid organizations to help us.

15-04-2021 Somaliland     male WASH/IDPs

Hello, this is F. I am in Jircaska. There is drought, water scarcity, and thirst. There are 5,000 

refugees [sic. Meaning displaced] mamilies here, and they only get two water trucks of water per 

week. 

16-04-2021 Somaliland     male WASH

Hello, my name is D.I.O. from Sobiye. We are complaining about severe drought and we need aid 

organizations to give us aid immediately. Thanks 

4/12/2021 Somaliland     male WASH Hello, Radio Ergo,  we are complaining about drought and water scarcity, Thanks 

15-04-2021 Somaliland     male WASH

We are experiencing drought and water scarcity, we request the world to help us and give us aid. 

Thanks 

14-04-2021 Somaliland     male WASH

Hello, my name is A.H.SH. from Jama-Liban. We are complaining about water scarcity and thirst, 

and food shortages. We are asking any international aid organization to give us help and aid. 

4/12/2021 Somaliland     female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are devasted by a severe drought that has touched everything from people 

to animals, we are asking aid organizations to help us and give us assistance. Thanks 

15-04-2021 Somaliland     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am located in a small town called Ismael-Diriye, we are hit by drought and we 

are asking the world to help us. 

Thanks 
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14-04-2021 Somaliland     male WASH

Hello, my name is A.Y.G. from Laas-cade, there is severe drought, water scarcity, and extreme 

heat. We are asking the government to reach us immediately. 

13-04-2021

Karkaar         

Bari     female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.J.I calling from Karkaar, we are complaining about water scarcity 

and thirst, we are appealing to aid organizations to reach us instantly with water. Thanks 

13-04-2021

Qardo 

Bari     male WASH

Hell, I am calling from Qardho, there is a severe drought. Thanks 

15-04-2021

Garowe     

Nugal     male WASH

Hello, it is A.M.W, I am telling Radio Ergo there is drought, water scarcity, and thirst. I am calling 

from a place which is 47  KM away from Garowe. Thanks 

13-04-2021 Puntland     male WASH

Hello, my name is H.A. from Karin-walambo, the camels don't have water, we don't know what 

to do. There is no water, we can't even fast. We are asking aid organizations for help. Thanks 

15-04-2021 Puntland     male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, there are widespread water shortages, we are asking the government and aid 

organizations to help us.

13-04-2021 Puntland     female WASH

Hello, my name is S.M.F,  we are complaining about drought in this area, that is our complaint. 

Thanks 

15-04-2021 Puntland     male WASH

Hello, my name is S.A.A, we are complaining about water scarcity, thirst, and extreme heat. 

Thanks 

14-04-2021 Puntland     male WASH Hello, I am calling from Puntland, there is drought, water scarcity, and thirst.

13-04-2021 Mudug male

WASH 

Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.S.J from Mudug, we are complaining about locusts, drought, 

water scarcity, and thirst. People are dying.  

Thanks 

14-04-2021

Hobyo    

Mudug     male WASH/ Locust

Hello, we are in Hobyo. There is drought, water scarcity, and hunger. Locusts finished our 

pasture, people are suffering.

14-04-2021 Mudug female WASH

Hello, my name is W.A, we are complaining about water scarcity and drought, we are asking aid 

organizations to help us. Thanks 

13-04-2021

Biyo-Gadud 

Galgadud male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, I am calling from Biyo-Gadud, there is severe drought, we request immediate 

water assistance. Thanks 

15-04-2021

Biyo-Gadud 

Galgadud female WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is I.M.A, from Biyo-Gadud, we are experiencing water scarcity. 

Thanks 
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16-04-2021

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    female WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, I am calling from Dhusamareb, we are complaining about drought, water 

scarcity, and heat. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Adado    

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello, my name is F.A.W, from the outskirts of Adado, we are complaining about dire drought 

and extreme heat. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Adado    

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.I.G. from Adado, we are complaining about water scarcity and 

drought, we are in dire conditions. 

4/12/2021

Bahdo    

Galgadud    male WASH

I am calling from Bahdo, we are experiencing extreme drought and water scarcity, the animals 

are sick, we are asking Radio Ergo to report on our situation.

13-04-2021

Kahandale    

Galgadud     female WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, this is H.A. from Kahandhale. We are complaining about water scarcity and 

Ramadan is here, we are asking aid organizations and the government for help. Thanks.

4/12/2021 Hiran         male WASH

Hello, my name is H.M. We are dealing with water scarcity and thirst, we are asking the 

government and the designated ministries for help and support.

4/12/2021 Gedo    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. from Gedo, there is drought and the livestock are perishing 

because of that. We are requesting help. 

Thanks 

16-04-2021

Garbaharey   

Gedo     male WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name A.H. from near Garbahaarey. We are complaining about severe 

drought and thirst. Our conditions are dire. We request Radio Ergo to help us convey and air our 

plea. Thanks 

4/12/2021 Gedo     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.H from Gedo, we are complaining about drought, water 

scarcity, and thirst. Thanks 

16-04-2021 South Central     male WASH

Hello, my name is A.A.A, we are experiencing rain shortages in the area, we are asking for help. 

Thanks 

4/12/2021 South Central     male WASH

Hello, my name is M.A.H, we are the people affected by the drought, we are asking the 

government and aid organizations for immediate humanitarian aid and help. Thanks

14-04-2021 South Central     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name A. We are complaining about extreme water scarcity, we are 

requesting immediate water assistance. 

Thanks 

14-04-2021 South Central     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, there is drought, and water shortage. The animals are ailing, we are requesting 

aid organizations for help. 
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14-04-2021 South Central     male WASH

Hello, my name is A. We are complaining about water shortages, and the little water we have is 

sour and undrinkable, we are asking the local government to do something about our situation. 

Thanks 

14-04-2021 South Central     female WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, it is A. We are complaining about prolonged drought and lack of pasture for 

the animals, the wells are dry. Thanks 

13-04-2021 South Central     male

WASH 

Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, there is severe drought and extreme heat, also water shortages and locusts. 

We are asking for immediate aid and help from the aid organizations. 

14-04-2021 South Central     female WASH

Hello, Radio Ergo, it is S.H. We are complaining about drought and water scarcity, we are in a 

difficult situation. 

13-04-2021 South Central     male WASH

Hello, it is A.M, we are complaining about drought and water scarcity that have ravaged our 

livestock, there is no water in the pools and water trucks have become expensive. We are asking 

the federal government to give us immediate aid and assistance. Thanks 

16-04-2021 South Central     female WASH

Hello, my name is F. We are complaining about water scarcity, hunger, and thirst, we are 

requesting aid organizations to help us with water. Thanks 

13-04-2021 South Central     female WASH Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.O. We are complaining about drought and hunger. Thanks 

14-04-2021 South Central     male WASH

Hello, it is A.F. We are complaining about drought, water scarcity, and heat, we are asking for 

aid. Thanks 

13-04-2021 Galmudug female Environment

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is Y. from Qaradi. We are complaining about people who are 

deforesting the area using a bulldozer. We are asking the Galmudug administration to take 

action against them. Thanks 

14-04-2021

Bardhere            

Gedo male Agriculture

Hello, Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.B, from Xabxabe, we are complaining about pests that are 

devastating our crops, what can we do?
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